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Abstract
At the heart of state machine replication, the celebrated tech-
nique enabling decentralized and secure universal computa-
tion, lies Atomic Broadcast, a fundamental communication
primitive that orders, authenticates, and deduplicates mes-
sages. This paper presents Chop Chop, a Byzantine Atomic
Broadcast system that amortizes the cost of ordering, authenti-
cating and deduplicating messages, achieving “line rate” (i.e.,
closely matching the complexity of a protocol that does not
ensure any ordering, authentication or Byzantine resilience)
even when processing messages as small as 8 bytes. Chop
Chop attains this performance by means of a new form of
batching we call distillation. A distilled batch is a set of mes-
sages that are fast to authenticate and deduplicate, as well as
order. Batches are distilled using a novel interactive mech-
anism involving brokers, an untrusted layer of facilitating
processes between clients and servers. In a geo-distributed
deployment of 64 medium-sized servers, with clients situated
cross-cloud, Chop Chop processes 43,600,000 messages per
second with an average latency of 3.6 seconds. Under the
same conditions, state-of-the-art alternatives offer two orders
of magnitude less throughput for the same latency. We show-
case three simple Chop Chop applications: a Payment system,
an Auction house and a “Pixel war” game, respectively achiev-
ing 32, 2.3 and 35 million operations per second.

1 Introduction
Will the Internet eventually achieve its foundational vision
of a highly-available, decentralized, secure, and universal
computer shared by all? Theory says yes: state machine repli-
cation (SMR) [26,64] enables decentralized universal compu-
tation in the face of arbitrary failures [48,66]. In practice, how-
ever, the road ahead is challenging. At the heart of SMR lies
Atomic Broadcast, a powerful consensus-equivalent primitive
that comes with fundamental bounds [27] and constraints [30],
hindering its real-world performance despite decades of exten-
sive research [5,9,14,17,19,45,51,60,77,78,80] and attention
from industry, where SMR powers a myriad of blockchains
and ledgers [4, 33, 44, 46, 50, 56, 70–72, 75, 76].
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Figure 1: Throughput of Internet-scale services.

When deployed globally, seminal Atomic Broadcast im-
plementations, such as BFT-SMaRt [9] and HotStuff [78],
fail to stretch past a few thousand messages per second, three
orders of magnitude short of the millions of requests per sec-
ond collectively handled by the Internet’s largest, centralized
services (Fig. 1). Pushing Atomic Broadcast into the tens of
millions of messages per second seems a necessary stepping
stone towards planetary-scale, decentralized computation.

Towards line rate. While slow and expensive, ordering
messages in Atomic Broadcast is amenable to batching [17]:
order once, deliver in bulk. This observation motivated the de-
velopment of memory pool (mempool) protocols [24, 32, 67],
as initiated by Narwhal [24], designed to amortize ordering.
This strategy proved effective, e.g., Bullshark [67] delivers in
the order of 380,000 messages per second when accelerated
by Narwhal. Despite this improvement, however, state-of-
the-art batching still falls short of achieving line rate, i.e.,
matching the communication complexity of a protocol that
does not ensure any ordering, authentication, or Byzantine
resilience. In such a simplified setting, a server could simply
deliver a sequence of application messages as it receives them
from the network: b bits received, b bits delivered. Mod-
ern connections have enough bandwidth to receive tens of
millions of application messages per second:1 2.5 orders of
magnitude of gap still exist between Atomic Broadcast and
unordered, unauthenticated dissemination. It is natural to ask

1Payloads as small as 12 bytes can have real-world applications (see §2.1).
A 5 Gbit/s link can receive 52 millions such payloads per second.
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if such a large gap is inherent to atomicity’s unavoidable cost
of ordering, authenticating and deduplicating messages. This
paper answers in the negative, accelerating Atomic Broadcast
by a further two orders of magnitude with a system that per-
forms within 8% of line-rate, even when handling 40 million
requests per second.

Chop Chop. We present Chop Chop, a Byzantine Atomic
Broadcast system. As a mempool, Chop Chop uses an un-
derlying instance of Atomic Broadcast to order batches, ag-
gregating messages to amortize costs. Classic methods of
batching, however, fail to also amortize authentication and
deduplication: each payload in a batch still has to carry an
individual public key, signature and sequence number.

Chop Chop addresses this shortcoming with a new form of
batches: distilled batches. Unlike a classic batch, a distilled
batch contains condensed information that allows to authenti-
cate and deduplicate its messages in bulk, much faster than in
existing schemes. Distilled batches leverage the strong order-
ing of Atomic Broadcast to minimize redundant information.

Trustless brokers. Chop Chop produces distilled batches
using a novel interactive protocol involving brokers, a layer of
facilitating processes between clients and servers. Counterin-
tuitively, distilled batches are faster for servers to receive and
process, but expensive for brokers to produce: distillation is
interactive and relies on expensive cryptographic operations.

Importantly, however, incorrectly distilled batches are visi-
bly malformed. As such, brokers are untrusted: good brokers
take load off the servers; bad ones cannot compromise the
system’s safety. Servers are exposed to every message in the
system, bottleneck easily, and only a threshold of them can be
compromised before the system loses safety. Brokers, instead,
can be spun up by anyone, outside of Chop Chop’s security
perimeter, to meet the load produced by clients.

Evaluation. We evaluate Chop Chop in a cross-cloud, geo-
distributed environment including 320 medium-sized AWS
EC2 machines and 64 OVH machines. We simulate up to 257
million clients and consider 12 experimental environments.
Setting up each environment requires the installation of 13 TB
of synthetic workload. A naive installation using scp from
a single machine would take 68 hours. We designed silk, a
one-to-many peer-to-peer file transfer tool optimized for high
latency connections, to install the files in 30 minutes instead.

We compare Chop Chop’s throughput and end-to-end la-
tency against its baselines in multiple real-world scenarios
including server failures, adverse network conditions, and
applications running. In all scenarios, Chop Chop’s through-
put outperforms its closest competitor by up to two orders
of magnitude, with no penalty in terms of latency. When
put under stress, Chop Chop orders, authenticates and dedu-
plicates upwards of 43,600,000 messages per second with a
mean latency of 3.6 seconds. Except under the most adverse
network conditions and proportions of faulty clients, Chop
Chop still achieves millions of operations per second.

Applications. Unlike most Atomic Broadcast implementa-
tions [9, 24, 67, 78], Chop Chop does not offload authentica-
tion and deduplication to the application. This allows Chop
Chop-based applications to focus entirely on their core logic
without ever engaging in expensive, and easy to get wrong,
cryptography. To showcase this, we implement three simple
applications to evaluate on top of Chop Chop: a Payment
system, an Auction house and an instance of the game “Pixel
war”. These three simple applications (300 lines of logic)
work effectively with messages as small as 8 bytes, further
underlying the communication overhead represented by pub-
lic keys, signatures and sequence numbers in non-distilled
systems. Both Payments and Pixel war inherit Chop Chop’s
throughput, respectively processing over 32 and 35 million
operations per second. Even the Auction house, which is
single-threaded, achieves 2.3 million operations per second.
(These applications are meant as examples, and further opti-
mization is beyond the scope of this paper.)

Contributions. We identify authentication and deduplica-
tion as the main bottlenecks of batched Atomic Broadcast;
we introduce distilled batches to extend the amortizing prop-
erties of batching to authentication and deduplication; we
present distillation, an interactive protocol to produce dis-
tilled batches, and identify the opportunity to offload it to
an untrusted set of brokers; we implement Chop Chop, an
Atomic Broadcast system taking advantage of distillation; we
thoroughly evaluate Chop Chop, improving state-of-the-art
Atomic Broadcast throughput by two orders of magnitude,
maintaining near line-rate performance up to 40 million re-
quests per second; we showcase Chop Chop through a Pay-
ment system, an Auction house and an instance of the “Pixel
war” game, respectively achieving 32, 2.3 and 35 million
operations per second.

Roadmap. §2 introduces Atomic Broadcast, discusses clas-
sic batching mechanisms and highlights the cost of authenti-
cating and deduplicating messages in the resulting batches.
§3 presents distilled batches and, for pedagogical purposes,
introduces a simplified failure-free version of Chop Chop’s
protocol. §4 describes Chop Chop’s fault-tolerant protocol in
further detail. §5 discusses Chop Chop’s implementation. §6
discusses Chop Chop’s empirical evaluation, highlighting the
challenges of such large scale experiments. We summarize
related work in §7 and future work in §8.

2 Atomic Broadcast
In an Atomic Broadcast system [18], clients broadcast mes-
sages that are delivered by servers.

Properties [13]. Correct servers deliver the same messages
in the same order (agreement). Messages from correct clients
are eventually delivered (validity). Spurious messages cannot
be attributed to correct clients (integrity). No message is
delivered more than once (no duplication).
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2.1 Cost of Atomic Broadcast
Informally, Atomic Broadcast’s most distinctive property,
agreement, is also the most challenging to satisfy. Correct
servers must coordinate to order messages without compro-
mising liveness. A great deal of research effort has been
put in developing ordering techniques, optimizing for la-
tency [45, 54] or communication complexity [53, 61].

Integrity and no duplication, instead, allow for simple so-
lutions. Clients can ensure integrity by authenticating their
messages using digital signatures: servers simply ignore incor-
rectly authenticated messages. For no duplication, clients can
tag each message with a strictly increasing sequence number:
after ordering, servers discard old messages as replays.

Both techniques—we call them classic authentication and
classic sequencing—are non-interactive, easy to implement,
and agnostic of the protocol employed to order messages.
Arguably due to the simplicity and effectiveness of classic
authentication and sequencing, most Atomic Broadcast im-
plementations overlook integrity and no duplication entirely:
they offload authentication and sequencing to the application,
focusing on the more challenging task of ordering.

Batching for ordering. Lacking an efficient technique to
minimize its complexity, ordering could be Atomic Broad-
cast’s main bottleneck.2 The well-known strategy of batching,
however, is both general and effective at amortizing the agree-
ment cost of an Atomic Broadcast implementation [17, 66].

Broadly speaking, batching is orchestrated by a broker
as follows [24].3 Over a small window of time, the broker
collects multiple client-issued messages in a batch, which
it disseminates to the servers; the broker then submits to an
underlying instance of Atomic Broadcast a cryptographic
hash of the batch it collected; upon delivering the hash of a
batch from Atomic Broadcast, a server retrieves the batch,
and delivers to the application all the messages it contains.
Because the size of a hash is constant, the cost of ordering a
batch does not depend on its size: as batches become larger,
the cost of ordering each message goes to zero. In practice,
batching can effectively eliminate the cost of ordering in any
real-world implementation of Atomic Broadcast.

Cost of integrity and no duplication. Batching does not
efficiently uphold integrity and no duplication. Regardless of
how many messages are batched together, the cost of classic
authentication and sequencing stays constant: one public key,
one signature and one sequence number for each message.

In practice, these costs dominate the computation and com-
munication budget of a batched Atomic Broadcast system (see
§3.2). On the one hand, signatures are among the most CPU-
intensive items in the standard cryptographic toolbox, dwarf-

2Byzantine Atomic Broadcast among n participants cannot be achieved
with a bit complexity smaller than Θ(n2) [27].

3In the literature, servers usually play the role of brokers. As we discuss
in §4, however, Chop Chop minimizes its load on the servers by offloading
brokerage to a separate, trustless set of processes.

ing in particular symmetric primitives such as hashes and
ciphers. On the other, public keys, signatures and sequence
numbers can easily account for the majority of a batch’s size.

To illustrate these costs, consider the example of a payment
system. A payment operation requires three fields: sender,
recipient, and amount. Sender and recipient fit in 4 B each
if the system serves less than 4 billion users. Amount needs
4 B for payments between 1 cent and 40 millions. Hence, a
payment can be encoded in just 12 B. Using public keys to
identify sender and recipient (2×32 B using Ed25519 [8, 38])
and attaching a signature (64 B) and a sequence number (8 B)
to each message inflates payloads to 140 B. For payments,
91% of the bandwidth is spent on integrity and no duplication.

2.2 Existing Mitigations
Chop Chop integrates the two following techniques to reduce
the bandwidth and CPU cost of authentication.

Short identifiers. Repeated public keys consume a signifi-
cant slice of a server’s communication budget. A workaround
is to have servers store public keys in an indexed directory [2].
Upon first joining the system, a client announces its public key
via Atomic Broadcast to sign up. Upon delivering a sign-up
message, a server appends the new public key to its directory.
The same public key appears at the same position in the di-
rectory of all correct servers thanks to Atomic Broadcast’s
agreement. Having signed up, a client uses its position in the
directory as identifier instead of its public key.

In the previous example of a payment system, using such
identifiers reduces a payment size by 40%, from 140 B to 84 B.
However, a signature per payment must still be transmitted.

Pooled signature verification. Authenticating a batch by
verifying its signatures is a computationally intensive task
for a server [17, 69]. However, Red Belly [22] and Mir [69]
showed that not all servers need to authenticate all batches.
Indeed, assuming at most f faulty servers, a broker optimisti-
cally asks only f + 1 servers to authenticate a batch to be
certain to reach at least one correct server. If f + 1 servers
do not reply by a timeout, the broker extends its request to f
additional servers, thus reaching at least f +1 correct servers.

A correct server that authenticates a batch sends back to the
broker a witness shard, i.e., a signed statement that the batch
is correctly signed. The broker aggregates f + 1 identical
shards into a witness, which it sends to the other 2 f servers.
Because every witness contains at least one correct shard, the
servers can trust the witness instead of verifying the batch.

Assuming 3 f +1 servers, this technique shaves up to two-
thirds off the system’s authentication complexity.

3 Distilled Batches
Chop Chop’s main contribution is distillation, a set of
techniques aimed at extending the amortizing properties of
batches to authentication and sequencing.
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Figure 2: Full distillation in action. With classic authentica-
tion and sequencing, each payload qi contains a public key
pki, a sequence number sni, a message msgi and a signature
sigi. In the fully distilled case, each qi reduces to just idi and
msgi: one header H, composed of one aggregate sequence
number SN and one aggregate signature SIG, is sufficient
for the entire batch. Bars are to scale if small messages are
broadcast using Ed25519 for signatures and BLS12-381 for
uncompressed multi-signatures: sni and SN are 8 B, msgi is
8 B, pki is 32 B, sigi is 64 B, SIG is 192 B.

Background: multi-signatures. Chop Chop makes use of
multi-signature schemes [37] to authenticate batches. Secret
keys produce signatures that can be verified against the corre-
sponding public keys. Public keys and signatures, however,
can be aggregated. Let (p1,r1), . . . ,(pn,rn) be distinct key
pairs, and s1, . . . ,sn be signatures produced by r1, . . . ,rn on
the same message m: p1, . . . , pn (resp., s1, . . . ,sn) can be ag-
gregated into a constant-sized aggregate public key p (resp.,
aggregate signature s).

Remarkably, s can be verified in constant time against p
and m [10, 55]. Chop Chop uses BLS multi-signatures [10]
which can be aggregated cheaply and non-interactively: even
a non-signing process can compute p (resp., s) once provided
with p1, . . . , pn (resp., s1, . . . ,sn) by computing a single multi-
plication over an elliptic curve.

3.1 Distillation at a Glance
In brief, distillation aims to produce distilled batches. A dis-
tilled batch has some of its signatures (resp., sequence num-
bers) replaced by an aggregate signature (resp., aggregate
sequence number). When maximally successful, distillation
produces a fully distilled batch, where all signatures (resp.,
sequence numbers) have been replaced by a single aggregate
signature (resp., sequence number). As we discuss below,
distilled batches are vastly cheaper for servers to receive and
process. Fig. 2 depicts the effect of distillation on a batch.

Full distillation (failure-free). For pedagogical purposes,
we introduce distillation under the assumption that all pro-
cesses are correct. We detail Chop Chop’s fault-tolerant distil-
lation techniques in §4.2, optimized and adapted to the Byzan-

tine setting. As in the classic batching case, a set χ1, . . . ,χb of
clients submit their messages m1, . . . ,mb to a broker β. Each
χi selects for its message mi a sequence number ki (greater
than any sequence number it previously used), then sends
(ki,mi) to β. Upon receiving all (ki,mi)-s, β computes the
aggregate sequence number

k = max
i

ki

then builds the batch proposal

B = [(x1,k,m1) , . . . ,(xb,k,mb)]

where xi is χi’s numerical identifier in the system (see §2.2). β

then sends B back to every χi. Upon receiving B, χi produces
a multi-signature si for the hash H(B) of B, which it sends
back to β. Having collected all multi-signatures, β computes
the aggregate signature

s = ∏
i

si

In doing so, β obtains the fully distilled batch

B̃ = [s,k,((x1,m1) , . . . ,(xb,mb))]

Upon receiving B̃, any server now can: compute B by inserting
k between each (xi,mi); compute H(B); use each xi to retrieve
χi’s public key pi from its directory; compute the aggregate
public key

p = ∏
i

pi

and finally verify s against p and H(B).

Distillation outcome. Having engaged with β to distill the
batch, every χi multi-signs the same message H(B) and up-
dates its sequence number to the same k. This allows β to
authenticate and sequence all of B̃ using s and k only.

Distillation safety. The proposed distillation protocol has
no safety drawback. First, because (xi,k,mi) appears in B, χi
still gets to authenticate mi. Intuitively, χi’s multi-signature
on H(B) publicly authenticates whatever message in B is
attributed to χi, mi in this case. Second, because k ≥ ki, k
is still a valid sequence number for mi. Sequence number
distillation might cause χi to skip some sequence numbers
whenever any χ j issues some k j > ki. Contiguity of sequence
numbers, however, is not a requirement for deduplication. As
with classic sequencing, χi produces—and servers deliver—
messages with strictly increasing sequence numbers; servers
disregard all other messages as replays.

3.2 Distillation Microbenchmark
Having discussed how distilled batches are produced, we now
estimate the significance of their effect by means of a back-
of-the-envelope calculation and a simple microbenchmark on
AWS. Consider a setting where 100 million clients broadcast
8-byte messages, e.g., to issue payments (see § 2.1). We
compare classic authentication and sequencing, where clients
are identified by their public keys, messages are individually
signed and sequenced, against fully distilled batches where
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Figure 3: Full distillation of a batch of 65,536 payloads
(sizes to scale). The aggregate signature and aggregate se-
quence number do not appear as a result of their small size.

clients are identified by a numerical identifier and each batch
contains only one aggregated signature and sequence number.
We use Ed25519 [38] for signatures (32 B public keys, 64 B
signatures) and BLS12-381 [12] for multi-signatures (192 B
uncompressed signatures). We use uncompressed BLS multi-
signatures to save computation time at the cost of storage
space (96 B compressed vs. 192 B uncompressed).

Communication complexity. Payloads are 112 B per mes-
sage in the classic case (32 B of public key, 8 B of sequence
number, 8 B of message, 64 B of signature) vs. 11.5 B in
the fully distilled case (28 bits = 3.5 B of identifier to repre-
sent 257M clients, 8 B of message). Assuming batches of
65,536 messages (Fig. 3), classic batches are exactly 7 MB
long, while fully distilled batches are 736 KB long including
aggregate signature and sequence number.

Computation complexity. Running at maximum load, an
Amazon EC2 c6i.8xlarge instance authenticates 16.2± 0.4
classic batches per second using Ed25519’s batch verifica-
tion for 65,536 signatures. The same machine authenticates
457.1±0.3 fully distilled batches per second: each authenti-
cation requires the aggregation of 65,536 BLS12-381 public
keys and the verification of one BLS12-381 multi-signature.

Summary. By the order-of-magnitude calculations above,
fully distilled batches hold the promise to reduce the costs
of authentication and sequencing by a factor 9.7 for network
bandwidth, and 28.2 for CPU. Chop Chop aims to deliver on
that promise for a real-world fault-tolerant system.

4 Chop Chop
This section overviews Chop Chop’s architecture and proto-
col, and provides arguments for its correctness.

Overview. Chop Chop involves three types of processes
(Fig. 4): broadcasting clients, delivering servers and a layer
of broadcast-facilitating brokers between them. Servers run
an Atomic Broadcast instance among themselves, to which
brokers submit messages. Chop Chop is agnostic to the imple-
mentation of Atomic Broadcast used by the servers. On top of
the provided broker-to-server Atomic Broadcast, Chop Chop
implements a much faster client-to-server Atomic Broadcast:
clients submit messages to the servers, aided by brokers.

Chop Chop’s protocol unfolds in two phases: distillation

Clients
(untrusted)

Clients
(untrusted)

Clients
(untrusted)

Broker
(untrusted)

Server
(3f + 1)

Server
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Clients
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Figure 4: Chop Chop architecture.

(§4.2) and submission (§4.3). In the distillation phase, clients
interact with a broker to gather their messages in a distilled
batch (see §3). In the submission phase, the broker dissemi-
nates the distilled batch to the servers and submits the batch’s
hash to the server-run instance of Atomic Broadcast. Upon de-
livering its hash from Atomic Broadcast, servers retrieve the
batch and deliver its messages. Chop Chop’s contributions
mainly focus on the distillation phase. Chop Chop’s sub-
mission strategy closely resembles prior batch-based Atomic
Broadcast implementations [24, 32, 67].

4.1 Architecture and Model
Chop Chop augments the architecture of a classic Atomic
Broadcast, as described in §2, with novel brokers.

Clients and servers. Clients broadcast messages to a (dis-
tinct) set of servers. We assume that less than one third of
servers can be faulty and behave in an arbitrary manner, i.e.,
be Byzantine [48], while all clients can be faulty. For sim-
plicity, servers form a fixed set that is known by all correct
processes at system startup. Chop Chop can be extended for
reconfiguration thanks to its modular use of Atomic Broad-
cast [9,47] (Fig. 4). Clients issue messages after broadcasting
their public keys to the system (see §2.2).

Brokers. We discussed in §3 how both classic and distilled
batches are assembled by a broker. The role of brokers is
traditionally taken by servers. Given the additional strain put
on brokers by Chop Chop’s interactive distillation protocol,
however, having servers be brokers would result in a waste of
scarce, trusted resources. Importantly, however, distillation is
trustless. On the one hand, agreement rests entirely on Chop
Chop’s underlying Atomic Broadcast instance, for which bro-
kers are only clients. On the other hand, as we argue in §§4.2
and 4.4.1, a faulty broker cannot compromise integrity or no
duplication: distilled batches are publicly authenticated, and
correct clients cannot be tricked into using stale sequence
numbers. Hence, brokers need no trust: a broker either does
its job correctly or produces distilled batches that are visibly
malformed, and easily discarded by all correct servers.

This observation is of paramount importance to the per-
formance of Chop Chop: because distillation is heavy but
trustless, brokers should be distinct from servers. Along with
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clients and servers, we thus assume a third, independent set
of brokers, sitting between clients and servers, to accelerate
Atomic Broadcast by assembling client messages in distilled
batches. We assume that at least one broker is correct; the
system loses liveness but not safety if all brokers are faulty.

Network. Chop Chop guarantees that the batches collected
and submitted to servers by correct brokers are well-formed
even in asynchrony, but achieves full distillation when the
network is synchronous (see §4.2). Chop Chop inherits the
network requirements of its underlying Atomic Broadcast.

4.2 Distillation Phase
We introduced in §3 a simplified, failure-free distillation pro-
tocol. This section describes how Chop Chop renders distilla-
tion tolerant to arbitrary failures and improves its performance
via a sequence of improvements, each addressing a shortcom-
ing of the simplified protocol. The complete fault-tolerant
protocol of Chop Chop is depicted in Fig. 5.

In the failure-free distillation protocol: clients χ1, . . . ,χb
send their messages m1, . . . ,mb, with sequence numbers
k1, . . . ,kb (#2) to a broker β (Fig. 5, #1); β identifies the
maximum submitted sequence number k and builds a batch
proposal B = [(x1,k,m1), . . . ,(xb,k,mb)] (#3); β disseminates
B to χ1, . . . ,χb (#4); each χi produces a multi-signature si
on H(B) (#5), which it sends to back β (#6); β aggregates
s1, . . . ,sn into an aggregate s, thus producing a fully distilled
batch B̃ = [s,k,((x1,m1), . . . ,(xb,mb))] (#7).

Background: Merkle trees. Chop Chop uses Merkle
trees [57] to hash batches. An l-element vector z1, . . . ,zl
is hashed into a root r, used as commitment. For each i, zi’s
value can be proved by means of a proof of inclusion pi, ver-
ifiable against r and zi. Proofs of inclusions are O(log l) in
size and are verified in O(log l) time.

What if a broker forges messages? A faulty β could try to
falsely attribute to some χi a message m′i 6= mi. β could do so
by replacing mi with m′i in B, then having χi sign H(B), thus
implicitly authenticating m′i. This is easily fixed by having χi
check that mi correctly appears in B before signing H(B).

Can a broker avoid sending the entire batch? A clear
inefficiency of the simplified protocol is that β has to convey
all of B back to each χi. This is fixed using Merkle trees. Upon
assembling B, β computes the Merkle root r of B, along with
the Merkle proof pi for each (xi,k,mi) in B. Instead of sending
B to all clients, β just sends r, k and pi to each χi. Upon
receiving r, k and pi, χi checks pi against r and (xi,k,mi),
producing si on r only if the check succeeds. If χi signs r,
then (xi,k,mi) is necessarily an element of B. Importantly,
however, β could inject (xi,k,m′i 6= mi) somewhere else in
B, while still providing χi only with the proof for (xi,k,mi).
This is solved by having servers ignore every distilled batch
where two or more messages are attributed to the same client.
This way, if χi signs r, then either mi is the only message in B

attributed to χi, or B̃ is rejected by all servers as malformed:
either way, integrity is upheld.

What if a client does not multi-sign? Under the assump-
tion that χ1, . . . ,χb are correct, β can safely wait until it col-
lects all s1, . . . ,sb. This policy is clearly flawed in the Byzan-
tine setting: a single crashed client can prevent β from ever
aggregating s. Furthermore, lacking an assumption of syn-
chrony, β cannot exclude from B̃ those clients that do not sign
r by some timeout: consistently slow clients would always be
excluded, and validity would be lost. This issue is fixed by
the fallback mechanism introduced in the following.

Fault-tolerant distillation. Upon first sending (ki,mi) to β

(#2), χi also sends an individual, non-aggregable signature
ti for (xi,ki,mi), which β stores. β then waits for si-s on r
until either all si-s are collected, or a timeout expires. For
every si that ends up missing, due to χi being crashed or de-
layed, β attaches (ki, ti) to B̃. Upon receiving B̃, a server first
checks each individual signature ti against the corresponding
(xi,ki,mi). The server then checks s against the public keys of
the clients for which an individual signature ti was not given,
i.e., the public keys of all clients that signed r in time.

In summary: fast, correct clients who successfully produce
their si-s in time authenticate their message by multi-signing
r; slow or crashed clients still get their messages through,
individually authenticated by the ti-s that they originally pro-
duced. Full distillation is achieved whenever the network is
synchronous and all clients are correct, which we argue is the
case in practice for the majority of a system’s lifetime. When
the network is asynchronous, however, a fraction of clients
might fail to produce their si in time, resulting in a partially
distilled batch. At the limit where all clients fail to sign r in
time, B̃ reduces to a classic batch, degrading server-side per-
formance to pre-distillation levels. We underline that safety
and liveness are preserved regardless of synchrony.

What if a broker replays messages? A problem intro-
duced by the last fix is that χi authenticates both ki and k
as sequence numbers for mi, allowing a faulty β to play mi
twice, hence breaking Atomic Broadcast’s no duplication.
This is fixed by having each client engage in the broadcast
of only one message at a time. This way, while β can replay
mi, it can only do so consecutively: all sequence numbers χi
authenticates for mi belong to a range that does not contain
sequence numbers for any other message mi′ 6=i issued by χi.

This observation is key to the following fix: along with the
last sequence number k̄χ each client χ used, a correct server
σ stores the last message m̄χ that χ broadcast; upon ordering
a message m with sequence number k from χ, σ delivers m
if and only if k > k̄χ and m 6= m̄χ. In doing so, σ discards all
consecutive replays of m̄χ, thus preventing replays in general.

What if a client broadcasts too frequently? The last fix
relies on clients broadcasting one message at a time. Depend-
ing on latency, a client broadcasting too frequently might
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Figure 5: Overview of the Chop Chop protocol between two clients (χ1, χ2), a broker (β) and four servers (σ1–σ4). The
protocol is comprised of 19 steps (#1–#19) and of an underlying instance of Atomic Broadcast such as BFT-SMaRt or HotStuff.

accrue an ever-growing queue of pending messages. This
issue is fixed by flushing application messages in bursts, akin
to Nagle’s buffering algorithm for TCP.

What if a client submits the largest possible sequence
number? Assuming that a finite number of bits (e.g., 64)
are allocated to representing sequence numbers, a faulty client
χm could set its km to the largest possible sequence number
kmax (e.g., 264− 1). In doing so, χm would force all other
χi-s to update their sequence number to kmax. Since correct
clients only use strictly increasing sequence numbers, no χi
could ever broadcast again: sequence numbers would run out.
Proving the legitimacy of sequence numbers fixes this issue.

Legitimate sequence numbers. By the rule that we estab-
lished, no more than one message from the same client can
appear in the same batch. Moreover, correct clients always
tag their messages with the smallest sequence number they
have not yet used, i.e., the largest they have used plus one. By
induction, we then have that unless some client misbehaves,
no client ever needs to use a sequence number larger than the
number of batches ever delivered by the servers: the largest
sequence number any client submits to the very first batch is
0, therefore no client submits a sequence number larger than
1 to the second batch, and so on. This observation allows us
to define as legitimate any sequence number smaller than the
number of batches servers have delivered at any given time.

Legitimacy proofs. This definition of legitimacy allows
for the generation of legitimacy proofs: upon delivering the
n-th batch, a server publicly states so with a signature. By
collecting f +1 server signatures stating that the n-th batch
was delivered into a certificate ln, any process can publicly
prove that any sequence number smaller than n is legitimate.

Upon initially submitting ki (#2), χi also sends to β a cer-
tificate ln, for any n > ki; β ignores client submissions that
lack such certificate, except when ki = 0 since no certificate
is needed. Upon sending k back to all χi-s (#4), β attaches
the highest ln̂ it collected: ln̂ proves that k is legitimate since

n̂ > k. χi signs r (#5) only if k is proved legitimate by ln̂.
This technique ensures correct clients always use legitimate

sequence numbers. Because legitimate sequence numbers
grow only with the number of batches delivered by the servers,
no correct client is forced to skip too far ahead, compromising
its own liveness.

What if a broker crashes? If β fails to engage in the pro-
tocol, each χi can submit its message to any other broker.

4.3 Submission Phase
The submission phase ensures that all servers efficiently de-
liver a distilled batch, and that all broadcasting clients receive
a proof that their messages were delivered.

Witness. Having gathered a distilled batch B̃ (#7), β moves
on to have f +1 servers signs a witness shard for B̃. In signing
a witness shard for B̃, a server σ simultaneously makes two
statements. First, B̃ is well-formed: σ successfully verified
B̃’s signatures and found all messages in B̃ to have a different
sender. Second, B̃ is retrievable: σ stores B̃ and makes it
available for retrieval, should any other server need it. We
call a witness for B̃ the aggregation of f +1 witness shards
for B̃. Because any set of f +1 processes includes a correct
process, when presented with a witness for B̃ any server can
trust B̃ to be well-formed and retrievable.

As discussed in §2.2, witnesses optimize server-side com-
putation. Only f +1 servers need to engage in the expensive
checks required to safely witness B̃. All other servers can
trust B̃’s witness, saving trusted CPU resources.

In order to collect a witness for B̃, β sends B̃ to all servers
(#8). Optimistically, β asks only f + 1 servers to sign a
witness shard for B̃, progressively extending its request to
2 f + 1 servers upon expiration of suitable timeouts. Upon
receiving B̃ (#9), a correct server σ stores B̃. If asked to
witness B̃, σ checks that B̃ is well-formed and sends back to β

its witness shard for B̃ (#10). β collects and aggregates f +1
shards into a witness for B̃ (#11), then submits B̃’s hash and
witness to the server-run Atomic Broadcast (#12).
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Delivery. Upon delivering B̃’s hash and witness from
Atomic Broadcast (#13), a correct server σ retrieves B̃, ei-
ther from its local storage (if it directly received B̃ from β at
#8) or from another server (#14). Because B̃ is retrievable, σ

is guaranteed to eventually find a server to pull B̃ from. Hav-
ing retrieved B̃ (#15), σ delivers all non-duplicate messages
in B̃ (see §4.2 for how σ detects duplicates).

Response. Finally, σ signs a delivery certificate, listing the
messages in B̃ that σ delivered. σ sends its signature back
to β (#16). By agreement of Atomic Broadcast, all correct
servers deliver the same subset of messages in B̃. As such,
β is guaranteed to eventually collect f +1 signatures on the
same delivery certificate (#17). Upon doing so, β distributes
a copy of B̃’s delivery certificate to χ1, . . . ,χb (#18). Armed
with B̃’s delivery certificate, a correct χi can publicly prove
the delivery of mi (#19) and safely broadcast its next message.

4.4 Correctness
This section summarizes Chop Chop’s correctness analysis.

4.4.1 Safety

The safety of Chop Chop is given by its agreement, integrity
and no duplication properties (see §2).

Agreement. Chop Chop inherits agreement from its under-
lying, server-run instance of Atomic Broadcast. A correct
server delivers messages only upon delivering the hash of a
batch from the server-run Atomic Broadcast. Upon doing so,
a correct server retrieves the full batch, checks its hash, and
delivers all its messages in order of appearance. All correct
servers deliver the same messages in the same order assuming
cryptographic hashes are collision-resistant.

Integrity. A correct server only delivers messages included
in a batch witnessed by f + 1 servers, i.e., by at least one
correct server. A correct server witnesses a batch only if: no
more than one message in the batch is attributed to the same
client; every client in the batch authenticates its message with
a signature or the root of the batch’s Merkle tree with a multi-
signature. A correct client multi-signs the root of a batch’s
Merkle tree only upon receiving a proof of the inclusion of its
message in the batch. As such, if a correct client multi-signs
the root of a batch’s Merkle tree, either the batch contains
only the client’s intended message or it is not witnessed. In
summary, a correct server delivers a message m from a correct
client χ only if χ broadcast m.

No duplication. A correct client only broadcasts one mes-
sage at a time. As such, while the client might attach multiple
sequence numbers to the same message (different brokers
may propose different aggregate sequence numbers for the
client to authenticate) the sequence numbers the client at-
taches to each message belong to distinct ranges. A correct
server delivers client messages only in increasing order of se-
quence number, and ignores repeated messages. This means
that a correct server delivers at most one message from each

sequence number range. In summary, no server delivers a
correct client’s message more than once.

4.4.2 Liveness

The liveness of Chop Chop is given by its validity property.

Validity. If a correct client submits its message to a correct
broker, the message is guaranteed to eventually be delivered
by all correct servers: even if the client fails to engage in
distillation in a timely manner, its message is still included in
a batch which gets disseminated, witnessed and delivered by
all correct servers. Faulty brokers can clearly refuse to service
(specific) clients. Upon expiration of a suitable timeout, how-
ever, a correct client submits its message to a different broker.
As we assume that at least one broker is correct, all correct
clients are eventually guaranteed to find a correct broker and
get their messages delivered by all correct servers.

4.4.3 Other Attacks

As we outlined in §§4.4.1 and 4.4.2, Chop Chop satisfies
all properties of Atomic Broadcast. In this section, we con-
sider other attacks an adversary might deal to impair Atomic
Broadcast’s performance and fairness [41] in Chop Chop.

Denial of service. A faulty broker may refuse to service
clients, thus forcing them to fall back on other brokers, in-
creasing latency. A faulty broker may also submit deliberately
non-distilled batches to servers to force them to waste trusted
resources to receive and verify individual signatures. While
handling DoS is beyond the scope of this paper, Chop Chop is
amenable to accountability mechanisms [34]. Brokers could
be asked to stake resource to join the system. Correct, high-
performance brokers could be rewarded, akin to gas fees in
Ethereum [76]. Brokers that accrue a reputation of misbehav-
ior or slowness could be banned and lose their initial stake.

Front-running. A faulty broker might impact fairness by
front-running messages of interest [23, 81]. While front-
running resistance is beyond the scope of this paper, Chop
Chop is compatible as-is with existing mechanisms to mit-
igate or prevent front-running, most notably schemes that
have clients submit encrypted messages whose content is re-
vealed only after delivery [58,79]. Importantly, these encrypt-
order-reveal schemes could be selectively employed only for
those messages that are vulnerable to front-runs, e.g., mes-
sages used for stock trading [63]. Maintaining Chop Chop’s
throughput while providing quorum-enforced fairness for ev-
ery message [80] opens a valuable future avenue of research.

5 Implementation Details
A straightforward implementation of the protocol we pre-
sented in §4 would not achieve the throughput and latency we
observe in §6. In this section, we discuss some of the tech-
niques and optimizations required on the way to practically
achieving Chop Chop’s full potential. (Many optimizations
are however left out due to space constraints).
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Code. Chop Chop is implemented in Rust, totaling 8,900
lines of code. The main libraries Chop Chop depends on
are: tokio 1.12 for an asynchronous, event-based runtime;
rayon 1.5 for worker-based parallel computation; serde 1.0
for serialization and deserialization; blake3 1.0 for crypto-
graphic hashes; ed25519-dalek 1.2 for EdDSA signatures
on Curve25519 [38]; blst 0.3.5 for multi-signatures on the
BLS12-381 curve [12]. Chop Chop also depends on in-house
libraries: talk (9,800 lines of code) for basic distributed com-
puting and high-level networking and cryptography; zebra
(7,100 lines of code) for Merkle-tree based data structures.

5.1 Broker
The goal of a Chop Chop broker is to produce batches as
distilled as possible (to minimize server load), as large as
possible (to amortize ordering), and as quickly as possible (to
minimize latency). Our target is for a broker to assemble one
fully distilled batch of 65,536 messages (736 KB, see Fig. 3)
per second, with a 1 second distillation timeout.

Reliable UDP. Short-lived TCP connections between bro-
ker and clients are easier to work with, but unfeasible for the
broker to handle. Assuming an end-to-end broadcast time of
up to 10 seconds, the broker would need to maintain upwards
of 600,000 simultaneous TCP connections, which prelimi-
nary tests immediately proved unfeasible on the hardware we
have access to. This makes UDP the only option for client-
broker communication. However, UDP lacks the reliability
properties of TCP, and tests showed non-negligible packet
loss even within the same AWS EC2 availability zone. As
we discussed in §4.2, message loss immediately translates
to partial distillation. We address this issue by means of an
in-house, ACK-based, message retransmission protocol based
on UDP that also smoothens the rate of outgoing packets.

EdDSA batch verification. To avoid spoofing, all client
messages are authenticated with signatures. At the target
rate, however, individually verifying each signature is unfea-
sible for a broker. Luckily, ed25519-dalek allows for more
efficient batched verification. A broker buffers the client mes-
sages it receives and authenticates them in batches.

Tree-search invalid multi-signatures. Clients contribut-
ing to the same batch produce matching multi-signatures for
the batch’s root. At the target rate the broker cannot indepen-
dently verify each multi-signature. We tackle this problem by
gathering multiple matching multi-signatures on the leaves
of a binary tree: internal nodes aggregate their children. For
each tree, the broker verifies the root multi-signature, recur-
ring only on the children of an invalid parent. This allows
to identify invalid multi-signatures in logarithmic time while
enabling batched verification in the good case.

Caching legitimacy proofs. Clients justify their sequence
numbers with legitimacy proofs. Again, the broker cannot
verify each proof in time. We address this problem by having
the broker verify a legitimacy proof only if higher than the

highest it previously observed. As a result, a faulty client
might get away with submitting an invalid legitimacy proof
but, importantly, not an illegitimate sequence number.

5.2 Server
The goal of a Chop Chop server is to process distilled batches
as quickly as possible without overflowing its memory.

Batch garbage collection. Servers update each other on
which batches they delivered. A server garbage-collects a
batch, both messages and metadata, as soon as it is delivered
by all other servers. We underline that, even if a single server
fails to deliver a batch, the others cannot garbage-collect it as
the slow server might be correct. This is an inherent limitation
of Atomic Broadcast: agreement without synchrony can be
ensured only in the infinite-memory model.

Identifier-sorted batching. No two messages from the
same client must appear in the same batch. To simplify pro-
cessing, brokers sort the messages in a batch by client identi-
fier. Servers reject batches whose identifiers are not strictly
increasing, thus verifying that all identifiers are distinct in
constant size and in linear time. Sorting messages by identi-
fier also enables parallel deduplication: messages are split by
identifier range, chunks are deduplicated independently.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate Chop Chop focusing on the following research
questions (RQs): What workload can Chop Chop sustain
(§6.3)? What are the benefits of Chop Chop’s distillation
(§6.4)? How does Chop Chop scale to different numbers of
servers (§6.5)? How efficiently does Chop Chop use resources
overall (§6.6)? How does Chop Chop perform under adverse
conditions, such as server failures (§6.7)? What performance
can applications achieve using Chop Chop (§6.8)?

6.1 Baselines
We compare Chop Chop against four baselines:

• HotStuff [78]: an Atomic Broadcast protocol designed
for high-throughput (written in C++);

• BFT-SMaRt [9]: an Atomic Broadcast protocol, similar
to PBFT [17], designed for low-latency (written in Java);

• Narwhal-Bullshark: the DAG-based Atomic Broadcast
protocol Bullshark [67] with the state-of-the-art high-
throughput mempool Narwhal [24] (written in Rust);

• Narwhal-Bullshark-sig: akin to Narwhal-Bullshark but
with Narwhal modified to authenticate messages, thus
matching Chop Chop’s guarantees.

We deploy Chop Chop with two distinct underlying Atomic
Broadcast protocols (Fig. 5): HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt.

HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt. Evaluating HotStuff and BFT-
SMaRt allows us to assess the base performance of an
Atomic Broadcast protocol and determine how much accel-
eration Chop Chop provides. We evaluate Chop Chop on
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top of the same implementations of HotStuff [21] and BFT-
SMaRt [20] we benchmark against. These implementations
are production-ready and do not use state-of-the-art mempool
protocols, only some basic form of batching. When evaluated
stand-alone, each message in these systems includes 80 B
of header composed of a client identifier (8 B), a sequence
number (8 B), and a signature (64 B) verified by the servers.
Both systems use batches of 400 messages, i.e., of 34.4 KB.

Narwhal-Bullshark. As a state-of-the-art mempool, Nar-
whal is a close point of comparison for Chop Chop. Servers
in Narwhal scale out following a primary-workers model:
each server is paired with one or several workers into a server
group. Similarly to Chop Chop, Narwhal greatly accelerates
its underlying Atomic Broadcast (here, Bullshark). Unlike
Chop Chop, however, Narwhal leaves the responsibility of
authenticating and deduplicating messages to the application.

Narwhal-Bullshark-sig. For a better comparison, we
also benchmark Narwhal-Bullshark-sig: Narwhal-Bullshark
where messages are authenticated by Narwhal in a state-of-
the-art way, i.e., using batched, multi-core Ed25519 signature
verification. Each message includes an 80 B header as for
HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt. As for Narwhal-Bullshark, the re-
maining parameters are the default ones, e.g., 500 KB batches.

6.2 Setup
Unless otherwise specified—in §§ 6.5 and 6.6—the Chop
Chop benchmarks involve 64 c6i.8xlarge AWS servers, of 32
Intel vCPUs each, geo-distributed across 14 regions. Brokers
assemble, and servers process, batches of 65,536 messages.
Each message is 8 B in length, resulting in 736 KB batches
(Fig. 3). Baselines always use the same set of server ma-
chines as their Chop Chop counterpart. All experiments run
with maximum resilience, e.g., the system survives 21 faulty
servers out of 64. Fig. 6 overviews the used deployment.

Matching trusted vs. total resources. Unlike its baselines,
Chop Chop leverages untrusted resources, brokers, to boost

its performance. Lacking a well-defined conversion between
trusted and untrusted resources, two extremes can be taken to
compare Chop Chop with its baselines: we can either match
trusted resources, e.g., same number of Chop Chop servers as
Narwhal workers, or match total resources, e.g., same number
of servers and brokers in Chop Chop as workers in Narwhal.

Intuitively, the first approach considers untrusted resources
to be free while the second considers untrusted resources to
be as costly as trusted resources. We use the first approach in
§§6.3 to 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8 to stress Chop Chop, provisioning
the system with enough brokers to bottleneck servers. We use
the second approach in §6.6 to assess how efficiently Chop
Chop uses its hardware resources, trusted or not.

Load clients and load brokers. We show in §6.3 that Chop
Chop servers handle up to 43.6 million operations per second
with an average latency of 3.6 seconds. To produce this level
of workload, a real-world deployment would require over 700
brokers, each handling around 200,000 clients broadcasting
back-to-back thus totaling hundreds of millions of machines.
As we cannot experiment at such a scale, we introduce two
new actors: load clients and load brokers.4

Load clients connect to brokers and simulate thousands of
concurrent client requests. Most system evaluation typically
use this approach to stress the system and measure latency.
However, we explicitly separate clients from load clients in
this evaluation. Clients run on very small machines—less
powerful than most smartphones—to provide more accurate
end-to-end latency measurements. We similarly split clients
from load clients in all baseline runs.

Load brokers are unique to Chop Chop. Even using load
clients, we could not deploy enough brokers to bottleneck
Chop Chop’s servers. Load brokers work around this limita-
tion, submitting batches of pre-generated messages directly
to the servers. Free from interactions with clients and expen-
sive cryptography, a load broker puts on the servers a load
equivalent to that of tens of brokers working at full capacity.

Using load clients and load brokers, we manage to show
that brokers can quickly generate large batches of messages,
and servers can process large numbers of batches.

Cross-cloud deployment. All servers are deployed on
AWS, balanced across 14 regions: Cape Town, São Paulo,
Bahrain, Canada, Frankfurt, Northern Virginia, Northern Cal-
ifornia, Stockholm, Ohio, Milan, Oregon, Ireland, London,
and Paris. For system sizes of 8 in §6.5, we distribute servers
across the first 8 regions from the list, which constitute the
most adversarial setup with the highest pairwise latency.

Load brokers are placed in a separate cloud provider, OVH,
for two purposes. First, it provides a better representation of
Internet load than a single-cloud deployment. AWS operates
under its own AS so any AS peering bottlenecks would be
bypassed by an AWS-only deployment. Second, OVH is one

4Throughout the remainder of this section, “brokers” and “clients” denote
real brokers and real clients. The term “load” is always used explicitly.
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of the few cloud providers with enough peering with AWS
to stress Chop Chop without charging for egress bandwidth,
saving us from using AWS’ costly bandwidth. The final cost
amounted to 25,000 USD in AWS credits. Using OVH saved
us more than 70,000 USD since each of Chop Chop’s data
point on a figure would have cost 1,700 USD in AWS egress
bandwidth—21 TB at 0.08 USD per GB ≈ 1,700 USD.

For all experiments, we deploy one broker in each conti-
nent (Cape Town, São Paulo, Tokyo, Sydney, Frankfurt, and
Northern Virginia) and one client in each of the 14 regions
above, plus Tokyo and Sydney. Clients connect to their near-
est broker. We configure the network for geo-distribution and
high load, e.g., TCP buffer sizes [35] and UDP parameters.

All baselines run on the same parameters. For Narwhal-
Bullshark, we collocate each server with one of the workers in
its server group. We reproduced Narwhal-Bullshark’s original
experiments [67] and matched the results.

Hardware. All servers, brokers and load clients run on
c6i.8xlarge machines with an Intel Xeon Platinum 8375C (32
virtual CPUs, 16 physical cores, 2.9 GHz baseline, 3.5 GHz
turbo), 64 GB of memory and 12.5 Gb/s of bandwidth. We
selected these machines since they provide good performance
and are in the same “commodity” price range as those chosen
initially for Chop Chop’s main baseline: Narwhal-Bullshark.
Clients run on t3.small machines: 2 vCPUs, 1 physical core,
2 GB of memory, and up to 5 Gb/s bandwidth—of which
they use less than 1 KB/s. All machines run Linux Ubuntu
20.04 LTS on the AWS patched version of the Linux kernel
5.15.0, except for the load brokers on OVH which run on
Linux kernel 5.4.0—the same kernel was not available.

Challenges. The most significant evaluation challenges
arose from the scale of the targeted deployment. The setup
and orchestration alone required simultaneous handling of up
to 320 machines across two different cloud providers and 25
regions, as well as transferring 13TB of files—mostly public
keys and pre-generated batches—for each of the 12 setups.
To handle this, we developed a new command-line tool to
efficiently deploy distributed systems: silk. Among other
things, we use silk for peer-to-peer-style file transfer over
aggregated TCP connections, and for grouped process control.
With silk, transferring all files from a single machine takes
around 30 minutes, compared to 68 hours with scp.

Additional challenges came from the real-world nature of
the targeted deployment. First, the connection between OVH
and AWS’s Asia and Pacific regions was particularly unstable
at certain times of day especially when close to saturation.
For example, Tokyo’s connection was frequently degraded be-
tween 3pm and 5pm UTC. Second, the performance of some
machines sometimes deviated from their specifications. As an
example, in a setup size of 64, we observed around 2 machines
operating with a 10% lower CPU turbo clock rate than speci-
fied. Considering these variations, we increased the number
of servers a broker initially asks for witness shards (see §4.3)

by a margin, e.g., f +5 instead of f +1. This improves sys-
tem stability—i.e., lower latency variability—while slightly
reducing maximum throughput. Unless otherwise specified,
we set the margin to 4 in all experiments, i.e., f +5.

Plots. Every data point is the mean of 5 runs of 2 minutes
each (after excluding warmup and cooldown, the relevant
cross-section is at least 1 minute). All plots further depict one
standard deviation from the mean using either colored shaded
areas or black error bars (which may be too small to notice).

6.3 RQ1 – Load Handling
Fig. 7 shows the latency and throughput of Chop Chop and
all its baselines for various input rates of 8 B messages. The
variability is represented using shaded areas.

Baselines. Both BFT-SMaRt and HotStuff showcase sta-
ble performances under low loads, respectively achieving
around 1,400 and 1,600 operations per second. BFT-SMaRt’s
latency is consistently better than HotStuff’s up to its inflec-
tion point (0.45–0.53 s vs. 1.2–1.6 s). We measure up to
3.8M op/s for Narwhal-Bullshark and up to 382k op/s for
Narwhal-Bullshark-sig. The difference in respective through-
put highlights the cost of authentication for servers: verifying
signatures reduces the throughput of Narwhal-Bullshark by
one order of magnitude. We observe a latency of around 3.6 s
for both Narwhal-Bullshark and Narwhal-Bullshark-sig.

Chop Chop. Chop Chop achieves close to 44M op/s while
running on top of both HotStuff and BFT-SMaRt. Chop
Chop’s latency range is 3.0–3.6 s with BFT-SMaRt and 5.8–
6.5 s with HotStuff. Notably, the latency of Chop Chop-
HotStuff decreases under high load. This is due to the internal
batching mechanism of the HotStuff implementation: buffers
fill faster under higher load, thus avoiding timeouts. This has
an immediate impact on Chop Chop, which feeds HotStuff
at a low rate: HotStuff alone accounts for over 60% of Chop
Chop-HotStuff’s overall latency. BFT-SMaRt makes a better
fit for Chop Chop, as its throughput is sufficient for Chop
Chop’s needs, and its latency is lower than HotStuff’s.

Mempools’ trade-off. In comparison to BFT-SMaRt and
HotStuff, Chop Chop trades latency in favor of throughput.
This trade-off is mostly explained by batching and distilla-
tion. When assembling a batch, a broker has to wait twice:
once to collect enough messages to fill a batch, and once
to collect all multi-signatures from clients engaging in dis-
tillation. We set both waits’ timeout to 1 second. Notably,
Narwhal-Bullshark seems to incur a similar latency cost, as
Chop Chop’s latency approximately matches that of Narwhal-
Bullshark, even though Chop Chop needs an extra round trip
between clients and broker (Fig. 5, #4–#6).

6.4 RQ2 – Distillation Benefits
We showcase the benefits of distillation by: evaluating
throughput with and without distillation, evaluating distilla-
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tion for messages of different sizes, and observing the impact
of distillation on network bandwidth to achieve line rate.

Distillation vs. mitigations. Along with distillation, Chop
Chop makes use of two techniques available in the literature
to mitigate the cost of Atomic Broadcast’s authentication:
short identifiers and pooled signature verification (see §2.2).

Fig. 8a breaks down Chop Chop’s throughput, measur-
ing how significantly distillation alone contributes to Chop
Chop’s performance. When no message is distilled, Chop
Chop’s servers bottleneck at 1.5M op/s, 3.9× higher than
Narwhal-Bullshark-sig. This result is in line with both sys-
tems bottlenecking on server CPU, as the technique employed
by Chop Chop to mitigate authentication complexity has only
one third of the servers verify each client signature. (We
conjecture that the additional 1.3× factor may be owed to
engineering differences.) When batches are fully distilled,
Chop Chop’s throughput grows to 44M op/s, accounting for
the additional 29-fold boost to Chop Chop’s performance.

Distillation for larger messages. Fig. 8b illustrates Chop
Chop’s maximum throughput for message sizes of 8 B to
512 B which may be relevant to applications that cannot
work around smaller message sizes, e.g., many smart con-
tracts. Chop Chop’s throughput is similar with BFT-SMaRt
and HotStuff, decreasing at an approximately 1-to-1 ratio as
the message size increases: 44.3M op/s for 8 B, 17.6M op/s
for 32 B, 3.5M op/s for 128 B and 890k op/s for 512 B.

This is in line with expectations. As we discuss in §3.2, a
server should receive ∼ b bytes in order to deliver a b-bytes
message in a large, fully distilled batch, as full distillation
amortizes to zero the communication cost of authenticating
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Figure 9: Throughput efficiency of authenticated Nar-
whal with Bullshark (left, log scale) and Chop Chop with
BFT-SMaRt (right, linear scale) with various input rates.

and sequencing each message. For 8 B messages, servers
encounter a CPU bottleneck slightly before the link between
load brokers and servers is saturated. This explains why
the throughput decreases only 2.52× when messages grow to
32 B: all remaining server-bound bandwidth is used to convey
messages (as messages are larger) while the load on server
CPUs is reduced (as less messages are delivered overall).
The system remains communication-bottlenecked as the size
of the messages increases, and throughput starts decreasing
linearly with message size, e.g., Chop Chop’s throughput for
512 B messages is 4.00× smaller than for 128 B.

By contrast, Narwhal-Bullshark-sig bottlenecks on server
CPUs longer, due to signature verification, maintaining a sta-
ble throughput until 512 B messages finally fill server links.
Overall, Narwhal-Bullshark-sig’s throughput only decreases
from 382k op/s for 8 B messages to 142k op/s for 512 B mes-
sages, which matches their non-authenticated evaluation with
512 B messages. The gap between Chop Chop and Narwhal-
Bullshark-sig at 512 B messages can be mostly attributed to
Chop Chop’s more efficient use of server bandwidth: unlike
Narwhal, Chop Chop offloads the dissemination of batches
to external brokers. Narwhal’s use of worker-to-worker com-
munication in its common path also makes it more prone to
be affected by AWS’s various upload limitations, e.g., AWS
upload bandwidth is half the stated download bandwidth, and
there are network credit limits for “burst” uploading.

Line rate. Fig. 9 illustrates Chop Chop’s near line-rate net-
work use by depicting its input, network and output rates:

• Input rate measures the total bytes of useful information—
i.e., client identifiers and messages—that clients, load
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tem size, and when (b) varying the number of overall ma-
chines (“m”) with 64 servers (“s”). Load brokers in Chop
Chop simulate tens of brokers, hence are noted “∞ m”.

clients and load brokers all broadcast per time unit;
• Network rate measures the ingress bandwidth of servers

at their network interface, i.e., useful information cap-
tured by the input rate as well as the Atomic Broadcast’s
overhead for ordering, authentication and deduplication;

• Output rate, or “goodput”, measures the total bytes of
useful information that each server delivers per time unit.

A system with perfect line rate would match all three rates:
input rate would match output rate as messages can be deliv-
ered in a timely fashion with no backlogging, and output rate
would match network rate as a server would only receive use-
ful information, with no overhead due to Atomic Broadcast.
The gray-shaded areas in Fig. 9 highlight this overhead, i.e.,
the difference between network and input rates. Network and
output rates are averaged over all servers.

In this experiment, each of the 257M simulated clients
broadcast 8 B messages. This results in 11.5 B of useful
information per broadcast as 28 bits = 3.5 B are sufficient
to represent every identifier. This conversion is captured
by the dotted line which converts the input rate from op/s,
represented on the x-axis, to B/s, represented on the y-axis.

For authenticated Narwhal-Bullshark, the output rate
closely matches the input rate until signature verification be-
comes the bottleneck at 378k op/s, shown by the plateauing
output rate. The gap between Narwhal-Bullshark-sig’s net-
work and input rates is evident, differing by one order of mag-
nitude (notably in line with our back-of-the-envelope calcula-
tion in §3.2). In contrast, thanks to distillation, Chop Chop
practically achieves line-rate up to its maximum throughput.
Before its inflection point at 40M op/s, the the overhead of
Chop Chop is less than 8%. The drop in output and network
rates at 60M op/s is due to servers surpassing their computa-
tional capacity: broadcasts stall, server witness verification
gets backlogged and brokers, suspecting server faults, ask for
more batch witnesses, further stressing servers’ CPUs.
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Figure 11: Throughput of Chop Chop (log scale) with (a)
various server failures and for (b) different applications.

6.5 RQ3 – Number of Servers
Fig. 10a illustrates the maximum throughput for systems of 8
( f = 2), 16 ( f = 5), 32 ( f = 10) and 64 ( f = 21) servers. For
Chop Chop, we adjust the witnessing margin as the system
grows by 0, 1, 2, and 4 for 8, 16, 32 and 64 servers respectively
(see § 6.2). Both Chop Chop and authenticated Narwhal-
Bullshark scale well to 64 servers. Note that, unless trust
assumptions are modified, Narwhal-Bullshark-sig only scales
vertically: if a Narwhal server or any of its workers are faulty,
the entire server group is compromised. Chop Chop, instead,
scales horizontally with the number of brokers.

6.6 RQ4 – Overall Efficiency
The center cluster of bars in Fig. 10b compares Chop Chop’s
throughput with that of authenticated Narwhal-Bullshark
when overall hardware resources are matched. In this set-
ting, both systems have 128 machines at their disposal. Chop
Chop is provided with 64 servers, 64 brokers and 0 load bro-
kers. Since a load broker uses pre-generated synthetic data
to simulate tens of brokers (see §6.2), involving load brokers
in this experiment would give an unfair advantage to Chop
Chop. Narwhal-Bullshark-sig is provided with 128 workers,
to match Chop Chop’s total machines, balanced across 64
server groups, to match Chop Chop’s servers. The left and
right clusters of bars depict Chop Chop using load brokers
and Narwhal-Bullshark-sig with 64 server groups containing
1 worker each, respectively, as in the other experiments.

We observe 4.6M op/s for Chop Chop, with servers re-
porting around 5% CPU usage. We observe 679k op/s for
Narwhal-Bullshark-sig. Chop Chop’s higher throughput is in
line with expectations. In Narwhal-Bullshark-sig, workers are
trusted, and as such a worker can only contribute to its own
server group. Instead, since Chop Chop brokers are untrusted,
a broker’s work is useful to all servers.

6.7 RQ5 – Chop Chop Under Failures
Fig. 11a depicts Chop Chop’s throughput when some servers
crash 30 seconds into the run. Performance drops marginally
(from 44M op/s to 43M op/s) with one crash and by 66%
(down to 15M op/s) when one-third of the servers crash, re-
sulting in less CPU globally available to witness batches.
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Fig. 8a captures Chop Chop’s performance hit when clients
fail to engage in distillation. This could be caused by clients
being slow or crashed, or brokers being malicious. Under the
most extreme conditions, where no client engages in distilla-
tion, the throughput drops from 44M op/s to 1.5M op/s.

6.8 RQ6 – Application Use Cases
Fig. 11b depicts the maximal stable throughput for various
application use cases. In the Auction app, a client can bid an
amount on a token it does not own, or take the highest offer it
received for an item it owns. The highest amount bid on each
token is locked and cannot be used to bid elsewhere. Money
bid is transferred when the owner of the token takes the offer,
or refunded when the bid is raised by another client. The
Auction app is single-threaded and many clients bid on the
same token to approximate a real auction. In the Payments
app, clients choose a recipient and an amount to transfer. In
Pixel war, clients choose a pixel and an RGB color to paint on
a 2,048 by 2,048 board. Operations are generated at random.

We observe 2.3M op/s for the Auction, 32M op/s for Pay-
ments and 35M op/s for Pixel war. The bottleneck is the
application in all cases, thus Chop Chop has sufficient capac-
ity for high, single-application throughput. Chop Chop can
also support many separate high-throughput applications si-
multaneously, making it a fitting Atomic Broadcast candidate
to power a universal SMR system (or “Internet computer”).

7 Related Work
We overview below the state-of-the-art most relevant to
Chop Chop, namely Atomic Broadcast systems with high-
throughput and efficient signature aggregation schemes.

High-throughput Atomic Broadcast. Narwhal [24] is a
mempool protocol that separates the reliable distribution of
payloads from the communication-expensive ordering in or-
der to accelerate DAG-based Atomic Broadcast [31, 40, 67].
Narwhal utilizes trusted workers to increase throughput while
Chop Chop relies on trustless brokers, for the same effect, and
scales out more efficiently. To circumvent the bottleneck as-
sociated with the broadcast leader, approaches using multiple
leaders have been developed—both for crash [29,59] and arbi-
trary [3,6,68,69] faults—to scale the broadcast throughput lin-
early with the number of leaders. Dissemination trees [42,61]
have also been employed to reduce communication cost and
maximize network bandwidth utility, while sharded [44, 74]
and federated [52] approaches reduce communication cost
by promoting local communication in geo-distributed setups.
In comparison, Chop Chop shows that an optimal distillation
mechanism for batches achieves better performances without
adding complexity to the Atomic Broadcast protocol itself.

Other approaches have shown that the underlying hardware
of servers can also be exploited for higher throughput, such
as FPGA [36, 39] and Intel SGX enclaves [7]. In compari-
son, Chop Chop uniquely boosts throughput by exploiting
trustless hardware via brokers. Atomic Broadcast can also

be accelerated in data centers by using the topology of the
network [49, 62] or even by running within the network itself
using P4-programmable switches [25, 43]. In such low la-
tency environments, the processing overhead incurred by the
operating system kernel can be bypassed to further increase
the throughput of Atomic Broadcast [1, 43, 73].

Signature aggregation. Aggregate signatures were first
proposed to save space by compacting a large number of
signatures into just one [11, 65]. Up until recently, aggre-
gation could also save verification time but only in certain
cases: either when the signatures are generated by the same
signer [16, §5.1], or when the signatures are on the same mes-
sage, i.e., multi-signatures [37]. In the latter case, aggregation
mechanisms have been proposed to achieve constant-time
verification of aggregated multi-signatures for both BLS [10]
and Schnorr [55] signature schemes. In particular, multi-
signatures are used in cryptocurrencies to have many servers
sign the same batch of payloads [28, 42]. Servers in Chop
Chop use rapidly-verifiable BLS multi-signatures [10] for that
very purpose. In addition to aggregating server signatures
on batches, Chop Chop’s distillation mechanism also aggre-
gates all client signatures in a batch in a way that provides
constant-time verification. The theoretical scheme Draft [15]
proposed signature aggregation with similar verification per-
formances but is tailored to Reliable Broadcast. It is however
unclear how Draft could be implemented as a real-world sys-
tem without compromising liveness. Indeed, Draft assumes
infinite memory to prevent message replay attacks which
would rapidly exhaust servers’ memory if Draft were to be
deployed to match Chop Chop’s target throughput in our eval-
uation (see §6.2). Chop Chop also aggregates client sequence
numbers to significantly reduce bandwidth consumption when
small messages are broadcast (Fig. 2). Aggregating sequence
numbers is made possible thanks to the ordering of Atomic
Broadcast and thanks to novel legitimacy proofs (see §4.2).

8 Concluding Remarks

Chop Chop’s performance comes with two limitations. First,
Chop Chop’s high throughput makes memory management
a challenge: servers fill their memory quickly if unable to
garbage-collect under heavy load. Second, all servers in Chop
Chop are known at startup and it is unclear if its performance
would be maintained when deployed on thousands of servers.
Interesting avenues of future research include sharding to
achieve even higher throughput by running multiple, inde-
pendent, coordinated instances of Chop Chop, and offloading
more tasks to the brokers, such as public key aggregation.
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